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Glitel GT-660 SMS 
Analog telephone 

 

 

Specification 

Comfort analog phone with advanced calling functions, handsfree calling, phone book and nicely readable 

three lines LCD display for comfortable calling. Function of showing the telephone number of incomming 

calls and function of saving telephone numbers in list allows users to call back the known telephone 

numbers in simple steps in telephone menu. Unanswerred calls are signalizing by LED. Elegant and stylish 

design of Glitel GT-660 SMS in grey colour is suitable for home and business use.  

 

Functions and features 

 Function CLIP with memory of 40 incomming calls (with battery use only) 

 List of incomming, outgoing and unanswerred calls and indication of unanswerred calls 

 Showing of call time duration, date and time 

 3-lines LCD shows telephone number, number of incomming calls, date, time and icons 

 Possibility of setting the LCD contrast and indication of battery status 

 Handsfree use 

 Possibility of call back and direct call from phone book  

 Possibility to set ringing tone volume 

 Possibility to use on desk or mount on wall 
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Parametres 

 Memory for incomming calls:   40 

 Phone book:      100 

 Dial:       Frequence or Pulse 

 Format:      FSK 

 Flash:       100ms 

 Pause by number dialing:    3,5s 

 Power supply from telephone line:   max 60V DC 

 Temperature:      +10°C ~ +40°C 

 Humidity:      45% ~ 90% (without frost) 

 Dimensions:      168mm x 165 mm x 64 mm 

 Weight:      550g 

 

Package 

 1x Telephone set Glitel GT-660SMS 

 1x Set of batteries (4pcs AAA) 

 1x Power adapter 

 1x RJ11 Telephone line cable 

 1x User manual 

 


